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Topics:
• FCA points
- consumer duty proposal
- pricing changes
- FCA complaints return
• Death notification services
• Road-to-normal issues
• FOS issues
- verbal authority
- consultation: proactively-settled complaints
- FOS turnaround
• Looking ahead to 2022
FCA Points
Consumer Duty Proposal
• One firm said that after the consumer duty proposal
came into effect, if firms wanted to make major changes
to products, or to create new products, they would have
to make sure they were engaging with their customers,
and had complied with consumer duty guidance.
• It said that firms had to also consider what potential
harm could be caused by purchasing the new products.
• One firm noted that services would also be impacted by
the consumer duty proposal.
• A number of firms thought that compliance teams were
responsible for changes, and that there would be a
significant impact on all business areas.
• They felt that it would be vital to ensure that everyone
had the correct knowledge, especially from a
complaints-handling perspective.
• One firm felt that complaints teams, using root-cause
analysis, should be involved in the product-design
stage, as better products could prevent complaints
further down the line.
• Another said that it would be useful to share some ‘best
practices’ once the consumer duty proposal was in
place.
• It was noted that the consumer duty proposal was
under consultation until the end of this year, and
implementation was planned for mid-2022.
• Generally, investment firms felt that the proposal would
not have a major impact on the sector, which had
implemented similar procedures under existing conduct
rules.
• Some firms noted that the consumer duty proposal also
overlapped with firms’ vulnerable-customer processes.
Pricing Changes
• One firm asked what others were doing to prepare for
the fair-pricing changes set out by the FCA.
• A couple of firms noted that they were building
scenarios and creating templates for final responses.
• One firm said that it was involving people from the rootcause analysis team, so it would understand what
complaints might actually involve.
• Some firms stated that they were more concerned
about the price decreases causing complaints than the
increases.
• Customers might feel that they had been overpaying for
years, especially long-term loyal customers.
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• One firm stated that it would highlight that the changes were
not a result of a retrospective review.
• Firms noted that renewal letters included transparency
wording, and showed the difference in premiums.
• However, they were not sure the wording would actually be
read, so complaints would not be necessarily be prevented.
• One firm noted that it would be difficult to explain to
customers that different channels could have different prices
(e.g. broker, in-branch, online etc.).
FCA Complaints Return
• Equiniti provided an overview of the latest FCA Complaints
Return data.
• In 2021 H1, financial services firms received 2.04m
complaints, 7% lower than in 2020 H2 (2.19m). This was the
lowest level recorded since 2016 H2 (from FCA key findings).
• Insurance sector was recovering from PPI, with volumes
continuing to reduce, now at a low of 819k, c 14% down
from the previous period, and c81% down on the high of H2
2019. FCA had found a reduction in travel insurance related
complaints (63%), so it appeared that the previous increase
was a short-term Covid impact.
• Banking continued to see reducing volumes (4% from the
previous period). Closure performance remained reasonably
stable, indicating the sector was managing well.
• Home Finance recorded the highest decrease in complaints
- 11%, taking the sector back to pre-Covid levels. This could
indicate a better-than-expected recovery from a consumer
perspective. Closure performance had improved following
the reduction in volumes (Good 3WD Closure and reasonable
8WK Breach), and the previously-noted backlog/carry
forward volume had been eradicated.
• Actual figures would be published once the report had been
finalised.
Death Notification Services
• Settld was a private version of the government’s ‘tell us
once’ scheme.
• An executor, or family member would inform Settld of a
bereavement and Settld would contact all the relevant
businesses on their behalf.
• This would mean that information would only have to be
provided once rather than having to have multiple
conversations.
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Death Notification Services (Contd.)
• Equiniti also offered a similar Death Notification Service,
used extensively by the retail banking sector:
• https://equiniti.com/uk/services/eq-digital/end-of-lifeservices-for-businesses/death-notification-service/
Road-to-Normal Issues
• Most firms stated that they were working on a hybrid
basis: 2 or 3 days in the office, and 2 or 3 days at
home.
• It was felt that this system would continue for the
foreseeable future.
• Another firm was mainly working from home but
allowed staff to go into the office on a voluntary basis.
• One firm has split its workforce into categories: some
teams were fully working from home; some were
hybrid, and others were fully working in the office.
• Some firms noted that employees were more productive
when working from home as there were more
distractions in the office.
• Most firms said that productivity for all staff working
from home was consistent.
• One firm stated that communication channels between
employees and management were more difficult when
working from home.
• Another agreed and said that working together /
collaborating was a lot easier in person.
• One firm noted that some people had accrued a lot of
holiday days; it was considering whether to increase the
number of days that employees were allowed to carry
over.
• Another had introduced a 9 day working fortnight:
employees worked the same number of hours over 9
days and were allowed to take a Friday off, once every
two weeks.
• One firm noted that at-desk meetings were difficult
when some of the team were working from home and
others in the office; employees that were not part of
meetings had often found it distracting.
FOS Points
Verbal Authority
• One firm asked what type of authority others accepted
from FOS to accept a complaint and whether verbal
authority was acceptable.
• The firm noted that it had seen an increase in FOS
saying it had received verbal authority, whereas they
had always received signed authority or a copy of an
email where the customer has agreed to the
declaration.
• Some firms stated that they did accept verbal authority
but that it was not the preferred method, as FOS did not
automatically provide the call recording, so firms had to
rely on FOS’ interpretation of the complaint points
rather than being able to see a customer’s own words
on a complaint form.
• Another firm agreed with the above and sometimes
asked for a call recording if they thought that would
help.
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• Firms agreed to liaise with their FOS teams and report back
at the next meeting.
Consultation: Proactively-Settled Complaints
• One firm asked if others had had any engagement with FOS
regarding proactively settling complaints.
• One firm’s FOS contact provided a spreadsheet of cases that
were open with the FOS and it was given an opportunity to
settle some of the cases early.
• Another noted that the FOS had flagged vulnerable clients in
the list of cases, so they would know which to prioritise.
• Others had also been approached, and were able to flag
certain cases with the FOS that they wished to review.
• FOS would delay its adjudication until the firm reviewed the
cases and potentially provided another decision on them.
• However, if the client was vulnerable or had contacted FOS
to progress the case, then FOS would have to proceed. Any
cases not flagged as ‘under consideration’ would go through
the normal FOS adjudication process.
• One firm noted that the cases firms had agreed to settle
early would be excluded from normal reporting, but would be
reported separately.
• It had asked FOS for more information on how they would be
reported, but had not yet received a response.
• Another said the FOS seemed to discourage them from
proactively settling cases, as it suggested the process was
aimed more towards the larger banks.
FOS Turnaround
• One firm stated that it had recently experienced a much
faster turnaround from FOS.
• Others had also noticed a marked improvement.
Fraud-Related Complaints
• One firm had recently received a lot of fraud complaints; it
felt that fraudsters were using more complex frauds.
• The firm was investing more time and money into the correct
procedures and trying to educate customers properly.
• It was agreed that prevention was the best defence, as by
the time a fraud was reported it was already too late.
• One firm mentioned that crypto-fraud was on the rise and
noted that FOS hadn’t outlined its stance as yet.
• Another firm mentioned that the 159 helpline, recently set up
was very useful.
• The firm had noticed that customers were beginning to use it
and said that more customers should be made aware of the
service.
• It was agreed that in the investment and pensions sector,
more checks had to be made when money was being
transferred.
• DWP had issued legislation recently, where it was the
provider’s responsibility to check where monies were being
transferred, and to look out for any red flags. This meant
there would be less of an onus on customers.
Looking Ahead to 2022
• One firm had noticed certain complainants returning to
complain over and over again, and it wondered whether this
would be more of a problem in 2022.
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Looking Ahead to 2022 (Contd.)
• Another firm had noticed the same but was unsure
about the cause.
• One firm has seen an increasing number of complaints
relating to irresponsible lending.
• Two firms, Legal UK and Crystal Clear Legal were
mentioned as sending over many of these complaints.
• Another firm confirmed it had also received a lot of
complaints from those two CMCs last year, and found
out they had used social media to gain customers.
• It was agreed that recent activity by legal firms and
CMCs would be added to the agenda at the January
meeting.
• One firm has noticed that there has been an increase in
complaints regarding pension advice - sometimes
relating to advice that had been received 15-20 years
ago.
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